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Chicken run cast rats

Edit Cananlento (2000) nominated for 1 Golden Globe. Another 23 wins &amp; 25 nominations. See more rewards » Learn more Edit by being hopelessly repressed and face possible certain death on the chicken farm where they are kept, Rocky and Ginger Chicken decide to rebel against the evil Mr. and Mrs. Tweedy, the farm owners. Rocky and ginger lead their fellow chickens in a great escape from
murderous farmers and their farm doomsayers. Written by Corey Booth &lt;WHMacy@yahoo.com&gt; Plot Summary | Plot Chicken Synopsis | Farm | Escape | | freedom | View All (61) » Taglines: Chicken Will Grow! See also » Animation | Adventure Games | Comedy | Drama | Family Certificate: K-8 | See all certificates » Parent Guide: View Content Advisory » Edit Some set of dressings have been
pilfered with scrapers. See more » Chicken catapult changes during mac demonstration. teeth on coil and wobbling points in different directions within the same scene. See also » Rocky: [Introducing yourself] You see, I'm a traveler by nature. I did this whole barnard thing for a while, but I couldn't really get into it. [to one of the chickens] Rocky: Hello, how are you? [She's waving and fainting, Rocky
continues] Rocky: No! Open road, it's more my style. Yes, just let me play on my back and point me where the wind is blowing. Really, you know what they call me back home? You'll love this: The lone free ranger. See also » European versions of the film, instead of the Dreamworks logo, have logos for Pathe and Aardman. See also » Ave Maria written by Franz Schubert (uncredited) Performed by Gracey
Fields Courtesy of Living Era (ASV Ltd) See more » User reviews Edit release date: September 8, 2000 (Finland) More » Also known as: Kananlento View more » Edit budget:$45,000,000 (estimated) U.S. Opening Weekend: $17,506,162, June 25, 2000 Gross USA: $106,834,564 Cumulative Worldwide Gross: $224,834,564 More on IMDbPro » Aardman Animation, DreamWorks Animation, Pathé See
More » Performing: 84 Min Dolby Digital EX | SDDs | DTS-ES | DTS (Digital DTS Sound) Aspect ratio: 1.85: 1 See full specifications » Additional content and tools are available on the website for BCG Pro supporters and subscribers. Business users of BCG Pro can see additional crew credits If you join the BCG Pro business, you can see the composer, editor, director of photography, line producer,
producer, casting director, associate producer & 1st assistant director of credits. Donate (to fans) a BCG ProAlready donor or Pro user? Enter movie TV Live This is a letter of characters for DreamWorks/Aardman movie Chicken Run. Open /Close All Folders Chickens Ginger Unofficial Leader chickens who is determined to escape and free his fellow chickens. Action Girl: Never departs from any action,
regardless of being a chicken. Nemesis: Mr. Tweedy. Armored car slap: Gives one Rocky after chickens escape the Tweedy farm for getting out of it. Badass Responsible: leads &lt;/WHMacy@yahoo.com &gt; &lt;/WHMacy@yahoo.com&gt; escape with nothing but determination and brains. Besiegering sexual tensions: with Rocky. Break cutie: Ginger hit with this hard. First, she faces realism that she and
others can never escape. She then learns that Rocky lied about the flight when she comes across his flyer. That after Rocky gives them up on shame. Butt Monkey: On the opening scene, she was put into solitary confinement so many times for the escape she made. In other scenes, she sometimes has no respect for the chicken. Deadpan Snarker: Ginger is particularly tacky towards Rocky, largely
because of his selfish character. Death glare: Ginger does it several times. Demerminator: Determined to save his fellow chickens from Tweed. Earn Your Happy Ending: Played as straight as possible. After years of heartache and failed escape attempts, she finally leads other chickens to safety, gets the freedom she has always wanted, and begins a relationship with Rocky. Eureka Moment: While
chickens are beaten in the mud during The Darkest Hour, Fowler's winged medals give her the idea to build a drawer. Fiery redhead: More like Fiery Feathered. Heroine: the protagonist of the story. Heroic BSoD: Ginger after cheating Rocky is revealed along with his departure. Give me freedom or give me death! Ginger:: We will either die with free chickens or die trying! Babs: Is this the only choice? I just
want to be free: a personal ginger reason for escaping. Indy Hat Roll: Ginger rescue her beret. Leader: Type II (levelheaded) and III (head). Malicious misfortune: hates being called Dollface. Meaningful name: Ginger is ginger (meaning reddish) chicken. Nice hat: She wears a green hat. Official couple: With Rocky. Ending with a kiss after the climax. Only Sane Woman: More intelligent and practical than
other chickens. Red Heroic: Ginger chicken and heroine. Significant green-eyed redhead: she has green eyes and red feathers. A single woman looking for a good man: Ginger was annoyed and turned off by Rocky Casanova's attitude. She begins to grow feelings for him after he cheers up the rest of the chickens and saved her from death. Slap-slap-kiss: With rocky. Tsundere: Rocky, in their slap-slap-
kiss dynamic. Woman wearing Queenly mask: While she plays the role of a strong, confident leader around other chickens, it's clear when history begins that she seriously doubts her own capabilities and loses hope of ever fleeing the farm. Rocky Rhodes American on the run from the circus. Aleterive name: Rocky Rhodes. All there is in the guide: The tie in the book Chicken Pies for the Soul goes into a
few details on its backstory. Noticeably, he was raised in Kentucky by his mother. Become a boast: Rocky and Fowler are an interesting contrast. Both make great boasts about what they can't live up to (Rocky's assertion that he can fly, and Fowler's exploits in the Royal Air Force). Rocky escapes rather than faces disgrace Fowler comes clean about being a mascot, not a pilot, and on Ginger's prompting
he takes a pilot place in the chickens' home plane. Great damned heroes: At the end of the film, he saves Ginger from Mrs. Tweedy's death and helps the chickens escape. Casanova: Coupled with getting shit past the radar. He says he is brought to England because of all the beautiful English chicks. Moments later, he is in the middle of a sentence in this scene, when he meets the rest of the chickens
properly, he turns to one of them, winks at her and goes smoothly: Hello, how are you?, causing her to faint. Changed my mind, baby: Rocky returns to the farm in time to help Ginger set the ramp back in place and the pair climb aboard the plane, grabbing a number of lights hanging from the landing gear. Character development: After first arriving at the egg farm, Rocky makes it clear to Ginger that he has
no intention of helping her or other chickens escape and is only interested in his own freedom. As the film progresses, it becomes apparent that in its own way it begins to take care of the welfare of chickens and even organizes a dance party to cheer everyone up. After fleeing the farm in the middle of the night, he celebrates his freedom by riding the (most likely stolen) tricycle, but when he sees a billboard
for Ms. Tweedy's Chicken Pies, he turns around and helps Ginger and the chickens escape, and even helps find 'Chikin' Sactuary. Charmer: In the shape of a rooster. Chick magnet: pun intended. All chickens go gaga over it. Military court: Fowler threatens Rocky with this at one point. Cowardly Lion: He's afraid of the thought of returning to the circus, but he goes to rescue Ginger. Dark and troubled past:
heavily meant gave him a ginger plea to hide it from the circus and declared that he would never return. Deadpan Snarker: He likes to do one-liners when he gets the chance. Exact words: He promises Nick and Fetcher every egg he lays for next month. Ginger confronts him about his deception: Rocky: Don't worry, I'll only give them what I promised. Ginger: What nothing. Rocky: That's what I'll give them.
Fake Ultimate Hero: Rocky let his flying reputation go him in the head. As soon as he had to give the actual demonstration, he smoked. Heroes want redheads: Rocky falls for ginger. Jerk with a heart of gold: It's very plausible why Ginger didn't stand it in the beginning. But, Rocky ultimately proved fearless and caring after all. Ladykiller in love: with ginger. Lancer: To ginger's hero. Official couple: He
eventually gets along with Ginger for the rest of the film. Punny Name: His name is a pun on chocolate ice cream. Took a level of kindness: See the jerk with the heart of the golden chapter. He returned to help the chickens and saved Ginger from being almost thrown away. What the hell is the hero?: Rocky calls out Ginger on her brutal honesty, which he claims can demoralize chickens. His calling to the
point where Ginger fights back, saying she cares about what happens to them. Rocky: Listen! I've met some boiled eggs in my day, but I'd say you're about 20 minutes! Ginger: And what does that mean? Rocky: That means you have to lighten up. You see more in America, we have this rule: If you want to motivate someone, don't mention DEATH! Ginger: (mockingly) Funny. Here the rule is this: Always
tell the truth! Rocky: Oh, hey, it works like a real charm, doesn't it? Here are some free tips. Do you want them to perform? Tell them what they want to hear. Ginger: Do you mean lying? (walks away) Rocky: (sighs) Here we go again. Do you know what your problem is? You... Difficult! Ginger: Why? Because I'm honest?! I care about what's happening to them! Something I wouldn't expect a lone free ranger
to know anything about. Rocky: Hey, if that's the way you show it, I hope you never care about me! Ginger: I can assure you, I never will! Rocky: OK! Ginger: OK! Fowler voiced: Benjamin WindrowA is a grumpy old cockerel who always goes about his time in the Royal Air Force. All that's in the guide: The tie in the book Chicken Pies for the Soul goes into a few details about his past life to the Tweedy farm.
Including his life in a boot camp among other reflections. Big Ol' Eyebrows: It has large bushy ones that give it a stern look. Noticeably, he's the only chick to have them. Cool Old Guy: He earns that status by the end of the story. In the beginning, he's a pompous windmill that doesn't inspire much confidence in other chickens. When he gives them the idea to build a plane, he seems to earn everyone's
respect... until he explains that he is somewhat of a phony veteran who served as a mascot - obviously the British Air Force would not have allowed the pilot of the plane's rooster. When he gets up and flies the plane to freedom, he earns their respect for the real, as the chicks showed, listening to his stories of escape with genuine intent. Fake ultimate hero: While he never directly eded that he was a
wartime hero, his giggling gave that impression. When he finally admits that he was just a mascot, he insists it should have been obvious, since no one would use chickens as pilots. Grumpy Old Man: His attitude to all but mostly to Rocky, whom he threatens at one point in judicial martial law. Of course, real roosters get along very badly with each other, often killing each other if forced to coexist. Jerk with a
heart of gold: eventually proves it with a whole bunk thing with Rocky. Military brother: According to chicken pies for the soul, he was undisciplined young. One guy: First starts out as the only on the farm until Rocky arrives. Veteran phonetics: At least a half-fonia. Fowler served in the army, but only as a mascot. He seems completely shocked when he finds out that other chickens thought he was a combat
veteran. Team Averted; he may be trying to evoke this meaning about Him (in the Father's sense to his husbands), men), Cannot. Played right when he manages to pilot the plane at the end of the film. Would hit a girl: When he finally loses his luck in Bunty, he hits her in the head with his side. He tries to apologise as soon as he understands what he did, but he interrupted her No-Holds-Barred Beatdown
denoue in return. Babs Bunty Voiced: Imelda StauntonA fat, a cynical chicken that doubts Ginger's plans. Big girl: The biggest chicken that lays the most eggs, and is also physically the strongest among the group. Boisterous Bruiser: Female example. Boyish short hair: has a comb resembling a flat top. Cynic: Doubts Ginger's plans and the idea of escaping their predicament. Deadpan Snarker: From a
cynical, dry variety of wit. Elder Abuse: Fowler is not immune to her aggressive side and suffers from no-Holds-Barred Beatdown after he hit her on the head with his blion. Explosive Breeder: Lays the most eggs among all the other chickens on the farm. It is implied that she reels off additional eggs to any of the chickens that are not laid so they do not receive an axe. Hot-blooded: Hesitate to start a fight if
pushed. Jerk with a heart of gold: Usually cynical, cumbersome fingering. But she cares deeply about her friends. Case in point: She was devastated that Edwina wasn't propping any of her eggs to save her from chopping. She even supports Ginger later when encouraging Fowler to fly a plane. Jerkas has a point: When she suggests they give up trying to escape, Ginger reminds her of Edwina. Banti
simply notes that if Edwina hadn't spent so much time trying to escape, she could have set aside a few eggs, which could have prevented her death. Oh, shit!: If she had any doubts about Ginger's desires to escape, they quickly push aside the moment she realizes that the whole flock should be baked into chicken pies. Mac Smart, Scottish chicken and ginger's right hand. Beware of Nice Ones: After Bunty
throws Baba's knitting canvas on wet earth in a fit of rage after discovering that Rocky has given up chickens, Mac's response is to summon Bunty to her overly aggressive nature and shove her hard enough to nearly knock her to the ground. When livid Bunty is hit back, mac takes so much strength from others to pull them apart. Einstein's hair: Or whatever the chicken's hair is. It looks like a sultana
chicken crest. Informed flaw: She must be hard to understand, but she just speaks very quickly with a few Scottish expressions thrown at the occasion. In fairness, the only one really showed is struggling to understand her Rocky, who has known her only for days or weeks at most, while everyone else is more likely to know her for years. Lady looks like a dude: It's hard to say that Mac is female because
she's tombo and speaks very quickly in tech jargon. Not to mention her name is a kind of Motor mouth: Talks so fast that Rocky can't understand her. Number two: To ginger. Ginger. Piquancy: Mac uses big words when it comes to her plans. Smart girl: Someone who makes the inventions that ginger needs for her plans. Smart people wear glasses: The only chicken to wear glasses and the smartest of
them all. Incomprehensible: Just to Rocky apparently. Ginger and the rest of the chickens can understand her even when she speaks fast, though in fairness they've probably been around her all their lives, while Rocky only knew her for days or weeks at all. Violent Glaswegian: Turned away, or perhaps upside down. Although she's the only chicken with a Scottish accent, she's actually the smartest and
even hardened of chickens, except when Bunty pushes her too far. Edwina Chicken from the same hut as Ginger. Later, she becomes a Tweedys dinner when she can't produce enough eggs. Dead guy on display: We get to see her bones after she's killed. Driven to suicide: a possible interpretation of her death. It is mentioned that she did not tell anyone that she did not lay eggs, and either forgot or
willingly neglected to tell them. Killed for real: She is the only character in the film to die. Off With His Head!: Gets her head chopped off by Mrs Tweedy (offscreen). Red shirt: It is only shown in a roll call scene before being taken in a chopping block. Sacrificing lamb: Killed early for not laid eggs for three days. He has to demonstrate the kind of hell chickens live in and their motivations to avoid it. Small
role, great influence: her death confirms Ginger's desire to escape. Voiceless: She never speaks in the film. We hardly knew Ye: Shown only for a short minute at the beginning of the film before it becomes dinner for Mrs. Melisha Tweedys's Tweedys Voiced: Miranda Richardson Cruel Owner and Warden Chicken Farm. All there is in the guide: Chicken pies for the soul goes into her backstory, involving
both her parents and the reason she is so hungry for money. Ax-Crazy: She literally goes nuts with an axe at the end of the movie. Bad boss: Especially regarding her henpecked husband. Big Bad: The film's main antagonist. Scary: She fears both chickens and most of all her husband. Even dogs look to fear her. Deadpan Snarker: When she buys a pie machine for chickens, her husband asks what taste
the pies will be, and she sarcastically says it's for apple pies, only to yell at him that the machine is for chicken pies when he takes her seriously. Death glare: Her default expression seems to be. Expy: Oddly enough, her dress and hair color and brooch call to mind Lady Tremaine. Fat and lean: She's skinny to Mr. Tweedy's fat. Faux Affable Evil: She acts nice and polite when she conveniences her, but
it's only skin deep. The final solution: wants to kill all the chickens and turn them into pies. Greed: Her main motivation. Hate sink: She is characterized as the vile and greedy wart responsible for suffering on the Chicken farm. She runs a chicken coop like a concentration camp, forcing chickens to constantly lay eggs to fill her profits and sadistically killing anyone who can't deliver a quota. When it becomes
unsatisfasked with their egg production, she decides to turn them all into chicken pies for short-term profit. She is also extremely abusive to her husband, dismissing his concerns about chickens plotting an escape as just an illusion and forcing him to build (and ultimately repair) pie machines alone. She even kicked it hard enough to leave an imprint when he is unable to unrod the car for the first time. Lift
behind her own Firecracker: At the end of the climax, where she tried to chop off Ginger's head, she ended up accidentally cutting off the Christmas lights she kept, causing her to fall off the plane of chickens built. Even if Mrs. Tweedy had killed Ginger by cutting off Ginger's head, it would still be likely that Mrs. Tweedy would have ended up cutting the rope, holding it anyway, so she would most likely have
fallen either to her death or into her own pie car. And the chickens will still run, the only difference will be that the chickens won't ginger with them anymore, since she'll be dead, but Mrs. Tweedy will still lose out eventually because of her own mistake in trying to kill Ginger with an axe when she hangs on a rope that was bound for the plane, thus lost chickens, her pie machine and all the money , which she
spent buying and building a machine, and advertising chicken pies that will never come to market. Jerkass: A horrible, violent woman who abuses her husband and takes sadistic pleasure from killing chickens. Knight Irebus: Mrs. Tweedy is a chilling female butt. She begins the film beheading one of the characters, absolutely brutal and controlling with her husband, and comes off as a sociopath in general.
Lady Macbeth: To her husband, Mr. Tweedy. Skinny and mean: she's skinny and she's Big Bad. Made of iron: During her last escape, she gets hit in the head with a tricycle, slams her face first hard into a billboard, falls from a huge height and lands in a pie-making machine, has her head in an enclosed space filled with boiling gravy and then survives the machine blows up. And then her husband
seemingly pushes the door over her. Mask of sanity: she acts politely when she needs it. She went to a more literal level when a face from a billboard sticks to her face and she takes it off to show off her true, fierce face. Punny Name: Her name is pronounced quite similar to the word militia. It may be somewhat crossed over to a meaningful name because it is easy to misunderstand malisha as malicious.
Sadistic: During Roll Call, she likes to scare chickens by tying her glove to keep them in line, and she smiles evilly as she takes Edwina for slaughter. This should indicate that unlike any other farmers, Just kill your own animals they should, and probably feel a little sad about it, she loves what she does. Slapstick knows no gender: Her affection at the hands of her own faulty pie makes the machine play for
laughs. And then there's the shed, it's collapsing on it for good measure. Slasher Smile: She shows irrepressible before measuring Babs and, later, when she thinks Ginger is dead. Sociopath: At first it may seem that she is just a stern, ambitious woman whose work involves killing a bird, but as the film progresses, she turns out to be extremely callous and egocentrated, to the fact that she treats her
husband as a simple tool for her plan. She is also prone to fitting anger and seems to love killing chickens. Just like many real life sociopaths, she is able to hide these traits for a veneer of politeness when she has her convenience. Hurt loser: Obviously she didn't like that her Cloudcuckoolander husband was ultimately entitled about chickens. Super-persistent predator: She fights chickens even while
airborne to get her pies. Surrounded by idiots: Mr. Tweedy is nowhere near as smart as she is... or so she thinks. Tiny guy, huge girl: a huge girl for Mr. Tweedy's tiny boyfriend. An unusually uninteresting sight: she spends much of the film oblivious to the true nature of the chicken and finds her husband's suspicions about it completely ridiculous. When she finally discovers it, when the chickens try to take
off on the plane, she doesn't seem surprised at the slightest, immediately embarking on an attempt to prevent them escaping without a moment of hesitation. Vile Villain, Saccharine Show: It greatly darkens the tone of this family movie. Villain breakdown: near the end of the film. Compare how she is to the beginning, where she has her husband send Ginger to solitary confinement and tell him that chickens
are not organized, to the end where she grabs the Christmas lights and attempts to attack Ginger. Mr. Willard Tweedy's long-suffered husband Is Mrs. Tweedy, who is convinced (and rightly so) that chickens are organized. All there is in the guide: The film tie in the book Chicken Pies for the Soul explains why he is suspicious of chickens: his uncle Jimmy got himself killed by a big named Brute. Butt
Monkey: At the hands of his wife. Cassandra: From the beginning of the film, he tries to warn Ms. Tweedy that chickens are very organized and convinced that Ginger is their leader, especially after he continues to disrupt her escape attempts, but Mrs. Tweedy forces him to admit that it's all in his mind. At the end, as the chickens flee on their flying car and the shed collapses as a result of the explosion of
the pie machine, he says: I told you they were organized. Cloudcuckoolander was right: Mr. Tweedy is correct about chickens smarter than they look that Mrs. Tweedy has found out the hard way. Squat moron, hidden badass: He's underdested and timid around his wife, but very formidable for chickens. Dog bites back: Mr. Tweedy manages to combine this with Throw the Dog a Bone. After being
humiliated, laughed at and doubted by his wife, Mr. Tweedy delivers a thin I warned you after escaping the chickens, and just as she's about to lose her marbles on it, a disgruntled husband seemingly drops the door on her out of pleasure. He has a minor moment when he ordered his wife to build a pie machine on his own without the help of his partner at all: Willard: (sarcasm) I'll put it together then, right?
Double standard: abuse, woman on men: Downplayed. While Mr Tweedy's ill-treatment at the hands of his wife is played for laughs, he is brazenly portrayed as more sympathetic. Dragon: Mrs. Tweedy's former henchman. Freudian excuse: He has a personal hatred of ginger, though given her constant escapes and problems making getting Mr. Tweedy in trouble with his nasty wife, it's no wonder why.
Henpecked Man: Pune is almost certainly appointed. I warned you: As soon as the chickens escape, he gets the ultimate insult to his wife. The staff were very friendly and helpful. Ineffective responsive villain: Subdued. His status as a Hancock man is pathetic, but he's much smarter than he looks. This is best shown when his wife instructs him to get chicken to check the pie machine: he immediately
chooses Ginger, precisely putting together that she is the leader of the chickens. It's personal: He certainly has it for ginger, considering all the hell she raised for him in the presence of his wife. He clearly gets great pleasure in (almost) seeing her reduced to a pie when he has the opportunity to get rid of her. Not such a harmless villain: Despite being stupid and gentle, he always managed to catch Ginger
as she tried to escape. Other examples here say it all. Correct Paranoid: It's really right to think chickens are up to something. But at first his wife won't believe him. Sycophantic Servant: Perhaps more of a martyr of love, and/or he fears her. Trademark Favorite Food: As he says, he loves apple pie. Other Nick &amp;; Fetcher Voiced: Timothy Spall &amp; Phil DanielsA is a pair of entmissive rats that
supply chickens with equipment. Barefoot Cartoon Animals: Like all chickens, but they wear pants. Cloudcuckoolander: Fetcher, Nick's slow witty partner. Deadpan Snarker: Nick offers snarky one-liners. Fat and lean: Nick and Fetcher, respectively. Friend on the black market: Once Ginger starts freely paying them with eggs, they prove very competent in delivering everything ginger requires. The fact
ginger treats eggs as too valuable to give away for most movies, they even follow the high price this trope usually entails. Jerk with a heart of gold: They're pretty slippery and shady characters and find attempts by chickens to fly hilarious, but they seem to care about chickens and are just as excited when they are They even donate eggs to save ginger, ginger, noticeably sob as they do. Little moments,
mate. This is what makes the job all worthwhile! Meaningful name: The items they pull are usually nicknamed from Mr. Tweedy's workshop. Missing the pitch plan: Rocky tricks them into promising them eggs he will personally lay (a case of exact words as roosters don't lay eggs). After Ginger learns of his deal, Nick turns to Fetcher and clogs sucker, causing them to both sneer before leaving. They
obviously think all rocky eggs in a month, in exchange for what they can provide, that's a lot for them. They recall what they learned about biological issues later. Rat: Bonus points for farm residents who are actual rats. These two guys: These two rats, really. Trademark Favorite Food: Eggs. They use them as a price for their work. Work.
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